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Abstract
This paper describes our participating system
in the shared task Explainable quality estimation of 2nd Workshop on Evaluation & Comparison of NLP Systems. The task of quality
estimation (QE, a.k.a. reference-free evaluation) is to predict the quality of MT output
at inference time without access to reference
translations. In this proposed work, we first
build a word-level quality estimation model,
then we finetune this model for sentence-level
QE. Our proposed models achieve near stateof-the-art results. In the word-level QE, we
place 2nd and 3rd on the supervised Ro-En and
Et-En test sets. In the sentence-level QE, we
achieve a relative improvement of 8.86% (RoEn) and 10.6% (Et-En) in terms of the Pearson
correlation coefficient over the baseline model.

1

Introduction

In this paper, we present our submission to the
shared task of Explainable quality estimation of
2nd Workshop on Evaluation & Comparison of
NLP Systems (Fomicheva et al., 2021).1 Our solution is based on the XLM-R multilingual pretrained model (Conneau et al., 2020). We first
build a word-level quality estimation model. Then
we finetune this model for sentence-level QE.
We make our code publicly available.2

2

Related Work

In the past decade, most of the quality estimation
systems depended heavily on feature engineering,
linguistic information, and machine learning algorithms such as support vector machines or randomized decision trees (Specia et al., 2013, 2015).
In recent years, emerging neural-based QE have
been outperforming earlier approaches on leaderboards of MT quality estimation (Kepler et al.,
2019a). For instance, POSTECH (Kim et al., 2017),
a purely neural system based on encoder-decoder
recurrent neural network (referred to as a predictor)
is stacked with bidirectional RNN (referred to as
an estimator).
This predictor-estimator QE system was the bestperforming one in WMT 2017.3 It was further
extended in DeepQuest architecture (Ive et al.,
2018). These systems required extensive pretraining, which makes them dependent on large
parallel corpora and computationally expensive. To
overcome this problem, cross-lingual embeddings
(Ruder et al., 2019) were used to reduce the burden
of deep neural network architecture. TransQuest
used these cross-lingual embeddings and was the
best-performing sentence-level QE model at WMT
2020 QE Shared Task (Specia et al., 2018). For the

Quality Estimation (QE) or Confidence Estimation
(CE) is a task of assessing the quality of machinetranslated text given the source without accessing the reference (Blatz et al., 2004; Specia et al.,
2009). QE can be assessed on sentence-level, wordlevel granularity or even document-level (Ive et al.,
2018). Sentence-level scores predict what score
would a human annotator assign to the whole sentence; most commonly, direct assessment (Graham
et al., 2017) or HTER (Snover et al., 2006) serve
as the golden standard. Word-level QE indicates
word-level errors in machine translation output or
incorrectly translated words in the source. While
automatic word-level scores are usually continuous, the gold truth is binary: some words are labeled as correct while some are labeled as wrong.
This estimation provides an aid in the translation
1
workflow. For instance, it can help to determine
https://eval4nlp.github.io/sharedtask.
html
if the machine-translated sentence is good enough
2
https://github.com/pe-trik/
to be used as-is or if it requires a human translator
eval4nlp-2021
3
for post-editing or translating from scratch (Kepler
https://www.statmt.org/wmt17/
et al., 2019b).
quality-estimation-task.html
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sentence-level QE task, the model was finetuned
on multilingual pre-trained representations. For
the word-level QE task, the authors used direct assessment (DA) quality scores from the MLQE-PE
dataset. Motivated by this work, we finetune our
word-level model to yield sentence-level QE.
Overall, the tremendous progress in the field
of quality estimation is achieved thanks to the annual focus of the shared task organized by WMT
and thanks to the annotated data released in these
tasks, leading to the development of various opensource systems such as QuEst (Specia et al., 2013),
QuEst++ (Specia et al., 2015), deepQuest (Ive et al.,
2018), OpenKiwi (Kepler et al., 2019b) and TransQuest (Ranasinghe et al., 2020).

3

Task Description

The task consists of building a quality estimation
system that (1) predicts the quality score for an input pair of the source text and MT hypothesis, and
(2) provides word-level evidence for its predictions.

4

Dataset Description

The dataset for the shared task consists of training, development, and test sets. The training
and development sets are Estonian-English (Et-En)
and Romanian-English (Ro-En) partitions of the
MLQE-PE dataset (Fomicheva et al., 2020). The
test set consists of sentence-level quality scores
and word-level error annotations for these two language pairs. The goal of the shared task is to estimate the word quality in unsupervised settings
(no training data for word-level QE whatsoever).
However, participating systems can also be labeled
as “unconstrained” and use word-level QE training
data.
Additionally, there are zero-shot test sets for two
language pairs, i.e., German-Chinese (De-Zh) and
Russian-German (Ru-De), where no sentence-level
OR word-level annotations were available at training time.

5

Methodology

5.1

Data Representation

The pre-trained XLM-R model uses BPE encoding (Sennrich et al., 2016) for input tokenization.
In order to input two sentences to the model (i.e.,
the source and the MT candidate), the sentences
are concatenated with two </s> tokens4 between
them:
<s> s1 , ..., sm </s></s> t1 , ..., tn </s>.
5.2

Word-level QE

In the word-level QE, the task is to predict for
each source and target word if it was translated
correctly. We use the XLM-R model extended a
linear layer on top of the hidden-states output (see
Figure 1). We use cross-entropy loss. The BPE
encoding might break a word into more tokens; this
is especially true for the less frequent or misspelled
words (Polák, 2020). E.g., “misstake” (with double
s) might be broken down into two tokens: “_miss”
and “take”. Because we are interested in wordlevel predictions and not token-level predictions,
we label only the first token of each word and put
the “ignore” label to others (including the special
tokens <s> and </s>).
We also experiment with an alternative representation: we put a <cls> token after each word. In
this case, we ignore all labels except for <cls>.
But as we will document later, this alternative does
not bring any improvement.
5.3

Sentence-level QE

For the sentence-level QE, we use the XLM-R
model extended with a linear layer on top of the
pooled output. We finetune the model with mean
square error loss. We normalize the scores to interval [0; 1].

6

Experiments and Results

In all our experiments, we use XLM-R large
model5 using Hugging Face Transformers (Wolf
et al., 2020). We run all our experiments on
NVIDIA RTX 3090. To find the best parameters,
we run a grid search. The optimal hyper-parameters
are 2e−5 learning rate, three epochs, and batch size
of 16.

In the proposed system, we use a pre-trained XLMR model (Conneau et al., 2020) to obtain representations of input sentences in continuous space.
4
We follow the tokenization procedure in https:
XML-R is trained on large-scale multilingual Com//huggingface.co/transformers/model_doc/
monCrawl datasets. We have two separate models
xlmroberta.html#xlmrobertatokenizerfast.
5
for the word-level and sentence-level quality estihttps://huggingface.co/
mation.
xlm-roberta-large
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Figure 1: Our model architecture for the word-level quality estimation task.

ro-en only
ro-en & et-en

AUC
0.926
0.933

AP
0.840
0.861

Recall at top-K
0.738
0.770

Table 1: Models trained on Ro-En data only and all
training data performance comparison on Ro-En development set. The score differences are statistically significant (paired t-test with p < 0.01).

6.1

Quantitative Analysis

In this section, we provide the analysis across each
level of experiments.
6.1.1

Word-level QE

First, we consider having separate models for
source and target sentence word-labels prediction.
We compared the separate models with a joint one,
but we did not find any statistically significant evidence of difference.
We also consider the variant with <cls> token.
Again, the model does not perform better. Additionally, we noticed a much larger GPU-memory
consumption.
We were also interested in whether to use all
training data (Ro-En and Et-En) or to match the
test pair (two test sets are supervised with matching
language pairs). We found out that it is better to
include both language pairs (see Table 1). This suggests the model is learning the tasks independent
of language pair and benefits from more training
data.
6.1.2

being incorrectly translated). The scores surpassed
the shared task author’s XMOVER-SHAP (Zhao
et al., 2020) baseline with Pearson correlation coefficients of 0.501 and 0.648 compared to 0.415
and 0.638 on Et-En or Ro-En development sets,
respectively.
Our second approach is again based on the XLMR model. We tried to use the vanilla XLM-R
pre-trained model as in the word-level QE task.
The model failed to converge. To circumvent this,
we finetuned the best-performing word-level QE
model. This provided much better results (0.776
and 0.880 on Et-En or Ro-En development sets
respectively).
6.1.3

Ensembling

To leverage all the models we trained during the
hyper-parameter search we employ ensembling.
We tried two approaches: (1) weighted geometric mean and (2) weighted arithmetic mean. The
former failed to produce results as the number of
models was too large (36 models).
We estimate the model weights using Bayesian
optimization with target sentence AUC as an objective function. We optimized the parameters on
the development sets (for each Et-En and Ro-En
separately). For the zero-shot test sets (De-Zh or
Ru-De), we averaged the weights obtained for both
development sets (Et-En and Ro-En).
Table 2 documents slight improvement using
ensembling compared to the best model.

Sentence-level QE

6.2 Qualitative Analysis
We first tried a simple approach computing the
sentence-level QE using the word labels. We de- We were interested to see, how well the model
fined the score as 1 minus the geometric mean of
performed on unseen language pairs. We had no
the word-level scores (i.e., the probability of a word
bilingual speaker of the provided language pairs.
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et-en
ro-en

best model
ensemble
best model
ensemble

AUC
0.884
0.892
0.933
0.939

AP
0.819
0.829
0.861
0.871

Recall at top-K
0.722
0.729
0.770
0.782

Table 2: Comparison of the best model and ensemble.
Results are word-level target side QE on development
sets.

1.

2.

3.

/Salvadorans/
Salvádorčania
0.40
Salvadorianer
0.27
Salvádorčania
0.49
Salvadorianer
0.44
Salvádorčania
0.98
Somalis
0.97

/protested/
protestovali
0.02
protestierten
0.01
protestovali
0.03
protestierten
0.04
protestovali
0.03
protestierten
0.02

/against/
proti
0.02
gegen
0.02
proti
0.14
für /for/
0.27
proti
0.03
gegen
0.02

/bitcoin/
bitcoinu
0.02
Bitcoin
0.00
bitcoinu
0.04
Bitcoin
0.02
bitcoinu
0.04
Bitcoin
0.01

Table 3: Examples of unsupervised Slovak-German
MT QE. Each number below a word represents a probability of being incorrectly translated generated by our
best-performing model. Words in slashes present English translations. Words in bold denote translation errors.

Therefore, we assembled our own Slovak-German
test set (we used Google Translate to obtain the
translation and we introduced artificial errors). We
draw three examples in Table 3. We see the model
also works on an unseen language pair (recall the
XLM-R model was pre-trained on both languages,
but we use different languages for the QE task finetuning).

6.3

Comparative analysis of our submission
with other submissions.

In the shared task, 11 teams from different organizations participated. Out of the 11 different submissions, two teams submitted to the unconstrained
track. The rest of the teams submitted to the constrained track as they did not use any supervision
at the word level. Our submission was also in the
unconstrained category. We report all the results
from the leaderboard6 in Table 4.

7

Conclusion

The paper describes our submission to the shared
task, EVAL4NLP, co-located with EMNLP. First,
we built a word-level quality estimation model.
Then we finetuned it for obtaining sentence-level
QE. In the word-level QE, we placed 2nd and 3rd
on the supervised Ro-En and Et-En test sets. In
the sentence-level QE, we achieved a relative improvement of 8.86% (Ro-En) and 10.6% (Et-En)
in terms of the Pearson correlation coefficient over
the baseline model.
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